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1. Use.-a. Radio set SC.R-131 is a portable, loop, continuous 
wave (cw) telegraph transmitting and receiving set operating within 
a frequency band of 3,960 to 4,360 kilocycles. The set is designed to 
give reliable communication between headquarters which are sepa
rated by a distance of 5 miles or less. It is also designed to furnish 
40 operating channels spaced 10 kilocycles apart; however, in order 
to avoid possible interference between nets it is desirable so to assign 
frequencies as to have nets which operate within 5 miles of one 
another spaced at least 20 kilocycles apart. The set requires only 
two men to carry it. When set up, it occupies little space and can 
be used in any location from which satisfactory radiation may be 
expected. 

b. Radio set SCR-161 is identical with radio set SCR-131 except 
for the capacitances of three capacitors, which difference causes the 
former to operate within a frequency band of 4,370 to 5,100 kilocycles. 
It is designed to .furnish 74 operating channels spaced 10 kilocycles 
apart; however, in order to avoid possible interference between nets 
it is desirable so to assign frequencies as to have nets which operate 
within 5, miles of one another· spaced at least 20 kilocycles apart. 
In this manual all general statements apply to both the r~dio sets 
SCR-131 and SCR-161.Where settings, values, 01' type numbers 
for these sets differ, those shown in 'parentheses apply to the radio 
set SCR-161 only. 

·Thls manual supersedes TR 1210-50, Jul)' 8, 1982. 
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2. Description.-a. General.-(l) When packed for transporta
tion, the set consists of four parts: the nLdio receiver and transmitter 
BC- 148 (BC-151 ), with a carrying strap 8T-19, weighing when 
complete with batteries, headsets, and tubes 33.5 pounds and being 
14%6 inches high, 141j2 inches wide, and 814 inches deep; the bag 
BG-49, containing the loop LP-7, the three legs and two cranks of 
the generrttor GN-35, and with its contents weighing 9 pounds; the 
case C8-·41, containing the generator GN-35, and weighing with it 
22 pOUlvls; the bag BG-50, ,·yeighing when packed 12 pounds and 

PS.3 1 .56 D SC R- 131 

FlGUHJIJ l.-Radio set S 'R- 131 (161), set uJl for operation. 

containing three spare batteries BA- 23, two spare batteries BA-2, 
two spare tubes VT-25 , three spare tubes VT- 24, one cord CD- 103, 
message books, etc. The total weight of the set is 76.5 pounds. 

(2) ·When set up for operation, the set consists of two essential 
parts : the radio receiver and transmitter BC-148 (BC-151) , with 
loop LP-7, attached; and the generator GN-35. The cord CD-103 
connects the generator to the set box. The top of the loop is 57% 
inches above the level of the ground upon which the set r ests. 

(3) Figure 1 shows a normal installation of the radio set ready 
to operate; bags BG-50 and BG-49 are shown under the generator 
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and behind the loop, respectively. · Other views of the radio receiver 
and transmitter appear in figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. Figures 6 to 11 
inclusive, show various details of the circuits utilized in the set. 

b. Detailed.-(l) Radio receimer and tmnsmitte1' BO-148 (BO-
151).-(a) The radio receiver and transmitter consist of two wooden 
boxes permanently hinged together and held closed for transporta
tion by two catches, one at each side. The smaller box will hereafter 
be called the apparatus box and the larger box the battery-compart
ment box. '1' he radio receiver and transmitter having been placed 

SCR -131 PS-31-56 

1,' IGUREl 2.- Ua,clio receive r and trnn~lIlitter Be- 14S (151), front view. 

so that the battery-compartment box rests on the ground, the catches 
which lock the two boxes together having been released, the. appara
tus box may be swung up and back on the hinges so that it rests 
upon the projecting portion of the battery-compartment box. Fig
ure 2 shows the radio receiver and transmitter in this opened position. 
On the panel of the apparatus box can be seen the receiver tuning 
control RECEIVER, the loop tuning control LOOP, and the filament 
rheostat FIL. RHEOSTAT, all clearly marked. In the upper center 
of the panel is n, flashlight bulb which lights when the se.t is trans
mitting. Just above the center at the. right is seen a socket for the 
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• 4-prong plug of the cord CD- 103, which is used to connect the 
generator to the radio receiver a,nd transmitter. At the bottom of 
the panel and nearly in the center is the filament current ammeter 
for the receiver; of the scale of this meter there is visible only a 
small sector about the mark which shows the correct position of the 
pointer for proper receiver filament current. The cord connecting 

. PS-31-475 

l!' IGUII>: a.- Rudio receiver and transmittel' BC- 148 (H;l), showing interior of apparatus 
box, 

the key to the panel need never be disconnected except for purposes 
of replacement. At the upper right and left of the panel are seen 
the catches which lock the panel to the apparatus box. Releasing 
these catches by turning them so that the handles are toward one 
another, the panel, which is hinged at the bottom, may be pulled 
forward. The inside of the apparatus box is then visible as in figure 3. 
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On the bottom of the panel is mounted the receiving apparatus 
except batteries, headsets, and loop. The panel is of metal and when 
closed makes a spring contact with the sides of a metal box which 
fill s the lower part of the apparatus box; the receiving apparatus 
except the batteries, headsets, and loops is thus contained within a 
metal shield. From left to right acr·os. the bottom of the panel, the 
mrtjor items· of equipment visible a,re the receive.r tuning capacitor, 
behind which lLre mounted two ca,pacitors CA-165 (CA- 169) , and 
two capacitors labeled O. and Or. in figure 6 ; a cylindrical metal case 
which contains the grid rtnd plate inductors of the receiver hetero
dyne tube, the receiver heterodyne tube, in r ear of which is the grid 
leak ; two fLudio-frequency amplifier tubes and on the extreme right 
two audio-frequency transformers ~65. On and above the shelf 
which divides the apparatus box in two are the transmitting tube, 
relay, and all transmitting equipment except the key, generator , loop, 
and loop-tuning capacitor. The tnLl1 mi tting tube is seen in the upper 
Jeft; beneath it are the tran mi tting reactor and a ca,pacitor CA- 134; 
in the center is the t ransmitting relny; at the right i the socket for 
the plug of the cord CD- 103. AU tubes are on fl exible mountings 
so as to reduce danger of accident a,nd to minimize microphonic 
n01 se. 

(b) The shelf carrying the key, shown in figure 2, has also upon it 
a wiring diagram of the set and a sheet of white celluloid beside 
the key for operator 's pencil, memor~,nda ; the writing on the celluloid 
CfLI1 be erased with a damp cloth. The shelf is hinged at the back 
lind is held in place by a catch at the front; it affords access to the 
battery-compar tment box. Figure 4 shows the shelf raised and gives 
a view of the ba t tery-compartment box. 

Tlw three receiver filam ent batteries BA- 23 are connected in series 
by means of the flexible cords provided, and the resulting battery 
is connected to the 4.5 V binding posts at the right center of the 
compartment.· To the right of the filament bat tery are two batteries 
BA-2 which form the plate battery for the receiver; these batteries 
are connected in series by means of the binding posts directly in rear 
of them. Just beneath the rectangle of bakelite on which are mounted 
the binding posts is a double jack for the headsets P- l1. The jack 
is open to the rear; an opening at the upper right rear of the battery
compartment box allows the cords of the headsets to be passed to 
the outside with the shelf down. The headsets are carried in the rear 
of the battery-compartment box as shown in figure 4. To the right 
of the catch in figures 2 and 4 is seen a hole in the shelf; when the 
set is closed for transportation, a projection at the top of the panel 
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in figures 2 and 3 passes through this hole and strikes the spring 
switch in the battery-compartment box, thus opening the receiver 
filament circuit when the set is packed for transportation. 

( C) Figure 5 shows the back of the radio receiver and transmitter 
and the two sockets for the loop. The loop LP-7 is not a part of 
the radio receiver and transmitter. It consists of two parts; each 
part is a pair of lengths of square brass tubing permanently hinged 

-
o -
N -:? 

P.S. 31.56A 'SCR - 131 J 
FlGUIlEl 4.- Rnclio receiver a nd tmnsmitte l' BC- 14S (J il l) , showing interior of 

bn tte r,v-ColllPU [·tlllen t box. 

together. The free end of one tube of eaeh pair plugs into one of 
the sockets on the radio receiver and transmitter; the free ends of the 
other tubes of each pail' snap together in a knife switch contact at 
the top of the loop, (See fig. 1.) 

(2) Genemt01' GN-85.-Cul'l'ent for the pln,te and filament circuits 
of the transmitting tube is furni shed by the generator GN- 35. The 
latter is a self-excited generator having a double-wound armature and 
is equipped with a voltage regulator. For use, the generator is 
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mounted on three removable legs, one of which carries a seat for the 
man who turns the generator. The cranks by which the generator is 
turned are also removable. No connections to the generator are 
required to be made other than plugging into it the plug of the 
cord CD-103. 

(3) Bag BG-49.-This bag resembles a golf bag cut in half along 
its longer dimension and fitted with a hinged cover at the top. The 
bag is of canvas with web top and metal bottom; the top fastens with 
an automobile curtain fastener. 

-
E-= 

SCR -131 P.S.31.'568 

F IGURE 5.- Radio receiver and transmitter BC-148 (151), rear view. 

(4) Bag BG-50.-This bag is of webbing with a hinged cover 
which is held closed by automobile curtain fasteners. Under the 
cover is a flap on the under side of which are marked the items to 
be carried in the various compartments into which the bag is 
divided. At the right of the bag as it is opened is a rectangular 
fiber container for the spare vacuum tubes of the set; the tubes 
will not fi t into this container in their original pasteboard cartons 
but should be wrapped with the protective tissue within the paper 
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carton when being packed into the container . To the left of the 
container and at the real' of the bag are three compartments each 
designed to hold one of the three spare batteries BA-23,; to the left 
of these is a compartment designed to hold the two' spare batteries 
BA- 2; the fl'ont compartment on the left is for the message book, 
log sheets, etc. When the fhp is closed enough space remains in the 
left-hand front compartment to pack the co rd CD- 103. 

(5) Oase OS-41.-This is a recta ngular webbing case wilh a leather 
reinforced bottom and hinged covel' held closed \vith two automobile 
curtain fa steners. It serves to protect the generatol' during trans
portation and has no othel' pu l'pose. 

3. Installation.-a. Radio 1'eceive?' and t1'arl s'lnitte?' BO-1.4.8 
(BO- 151) .-(1) Place the radio receiver and transmitter firmly on 
the ground with the battery-compartment box cl ovm llnci the ap
paratus box toward the operator. Unfasten the catches at the right 
and left by an upward pull on the latches. Rai se the nppnratus 
box to a vertical position so that it re t s upon the proje ,tion of the 
battery-com} artment box. Assemble the loop on the radio receiver 
and transmitter. The plnne of the loop should point (owf1rd the 
most distant station of th e net or toward that stn lion with which 
communication i. expected to be most difficul t. Unlat h and raise 
the shelf of the battery-compn l' tment box, Connect in seri es, by 
means of the flexible cords, three batte ri e, BA- 23, fi t them into the 
propel' compartment, and see that the positive and negative tel'minals 
of the 3-ce11 battel'Y al'e now connected to the propel' bin ling posts, 
+4.5 V and - 4.5 V, respectively. Put into t,he l'ight-hn,nd front 
compartment t\,·o batteries BA- 2; conn ect the red wire of the right
hand one to the +45 V binding post an l the black wire of the left
hand one to the - 45 V binding post ; connect the remaining wire 
of each battery to either of the binding posts marked COMMON B. 
The foregoin a procedure of conn ecting the bat.teJ'ies will be followed 
only when putting the set into sel'vice fo J' the fb 'st tim, 0 1' for battery 
replacement oJ' when the set has been withchnwn from storage. Re
move the headsets, plug them into the ja k beneath the bincling
post panel, and bJ'ing (he corel .' of the headset. ' out throuo'h the slot 
at the right of the battery-compartment box. Lower the shelf and 
lock it with the catch. 

(2) See that the filament rheo tat is in the OFF position. Turn 
the catches at the top 0'£ the panel of the appa l'a Lli s box nntil the 
handles point toward one another and pnll the panel fOl'wfn'l. The 
panel will not pull forwar 1 easily; this is 11 0 1'l1'1nJ and l'esult. from 
the strong contact which the panel makes with the box shielding the 
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receiver circuits. Insert in the transmitter tube socket a tube VT- 25; 
insert in the receiver tube sockets three tubes VT-24. If certain 
tubes hftve been selected for the heterodyne tube, care should be 
exercised that one of the e is placed in the first receiving tube socket 
ftt the left. Push the pa,nel back an 1 lock it into place with the 
catches. The foregoing procedure of inserting tubes will not be 
followed except when the set is used for the first time, for tube 
replacement, 01' after the set has been stored; at other times the tubes 
are left in the sockets. 

(3) Screw the fla sh light bulb into its socket in the center of the 
panel; this also may be left in place except when the set is to be 
stored. Plug into the socket at the upper right of the panel one end 
of the cord CD- I03; the arrow on the plug should be alined with 
the alTOW on the socket, otherwise the plug will not enter the socket. 
The ends of the cord are interchangeable. 

(4) Tum the receiver filament rheost.,'\,t slowly until the ammeter 
pointer is ahned with the arrow in the cale slot. 

b. Genemto1' GN-35,-Remove the generator and its legs from the 
carrying bag. Lay the generator on the ground with the name 
plate vertical so that it can be read. Slip the legs which do not 
have the seat attached through the rings on the top of the generato'l' 
and engage them firmly with the spring beyond the rings. Raise 
the generator upon the legs so that the name plate is up. On the 
,vertical face of the generator opposite the two attached legs is a 
D ring and beneath the D ring a slot. Holding the D ring up, 
engage the projection at the bottom of the upper end of the third 
leg in the slot; then push the D ring down over the top of the leg. 
Raise the seat, raise the seat holder, and insert the free end of the 
eat holder into the slot in the bottom of the seat. Insert the cranks 

in the hol es at the right and left of the generator, Just above the 
top of the two legs of the generator is the socket for the cord CD-I03. 
Plug into the socket the free end of the cord CD-I03. The plug will 
enter the ,'ocket only when the arrows on them are alined. 

4. Operation.-a. Net contTolstation.-(I) Turn the receiver ad
justment to the frequency assigned the net in which the set is to 
work. Direct the assistant to turn the generator at approximately 
50 to 60 revolutions pel' minute; minimum proper speed will be 
indicated to him by the seemingly easier turning of the generator 
when it reaches the speed at ,,,hich the voltage regulator starts to 
function. Hold down the sending key and turn the loop adjust
ment unti l :l,e1'O beat is rea ched. As the adjustment approaches zero 
beat, a note of decreasing frequency will be heard in the headphones; 
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if the adjustment passes zero beat on the other side, the note will again 
be heard but with increasing pitch. liVhen zero beat has been reached, 
turning the loop adjustment in either dir ction will produce a note 
of increasing pitch. The transmitter has now been set at the assigned 
frequency and the loop adjustment shoa ld not be touched until another 
set-up is made or the ]let frequ ency is changed. 

(2) With the key held clown move the receiver adjustment until 
the note in the head et is satisfactory to the ear. The key is then 
released. The receiver is now adjusted . Henceforth adjust the re
ceiver slightly as required to secure a pleasing note during operation 
with the other stations of the net, but do not touch the loop ad
justment. 

(3) The set is now ready to sen 1 to other stations in the net for 
r,heir adjustment. "When e .. tabli 'hing the net or when one or more 
stations temporarily ant of the net may be expected to return to the 
net, the net control station transmits at 'uffici ently frequent intervals 
to facilitate the entry of the other stations into the net. 

(4) To transmit , direct the assistant to turn the generator at the 
proper speed. vVhen this speed is attained, transmit by use of the 
key; no other operations are required. liVhen the key is up the set 
is ready to receive. To break in , send long dashes until the other 
operator has heard this signal in the intervals bet,veen his dots and 
dashes, and has stopped sending. 

b. Station othe1' than net cont1'ol station.-(l) Tune both loop and 
receiver to the frequency assigned the 'net by setting the pointers. 
At the time of the prearranged schedule, turn the receiver adjustment 
knob slowly back and forth until the signal tran mitted by the net 
control station is heard. Then tune the receiver to zero beat with 
the signal from the net control station. For description of zero beat, 
see a above. Signal the assistant to turn the genera tor and when 
the generator is turning at propel' speed, hold down the key. Adjust 
the transmitter by varying the loop adjustment until zero beat is 
secured; the transmitter is now set at the same frequency as that of 
the net control station. ""Vith the key held down, move the receiver 
adja. tment until a pleasing note is heard; release the key. The 
receiver is now adjusted. The loop adjl1stment should not be changed 
until another set-up is made or the net changes to another frequency. 
The receiver may be adjusted during reception when it is desired to 
rhange the pitch of the note heard. 

(2) To transmit, signal the assistant to turn the generator at the 
proper speed. When that speed is attained transmit by use of the 
key; no other operations are required. When the key is up the set 
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js ready to receive. To brenk in , send long dashes until the other 
operator has heard thi . signal in the intervals between his dots and 
dashes and has stopped sending. 

5. Removal from service.-a. Repaclcvng.-Pack the message 
books, log sheets, etc, in to the compartment provided in the bag 
BG-50. Tu rn the filam ent rheosta,t to the OFF position. Remove 
the co rel CD-103 and pack it between the Hap and cover of the bag 
BG-50; snap the securing strap and then the cover of the bag. Re
move the cranks and legs of the generator and foIl down the seat. 
Put the generator into the case CS-41 and close the cover. Unsnap 
the knife switch contact at the top of the loop; remove the two halves 
of the loop from the radio receiver and transmitter. Pack the bag 
BG-49, as follows: First insert the two short leg of the generator, 
one at each side of the bag and with the pivoted foot down; next 
in. ert the other leg of the generator with the eat against the fiat 
side of the blLg and with the pivoted foot up; at each side of the bag 
insert one of the halve. of the loop, folded; slip the cranks down into 
the bag between the flat side and the generator leg carrying the seat; 
close the bag. Remove the headsets from the jack, pack them in the 
battery-compn,rtment box, an 1 latch the shelf. Lov,Ter the apparatus 
box onto the battery-compartment box and lock the two together with 
the catches at either side. The set is now ready for transportation. 

b. P1'epamtion f01' st01·agp.-The set as packed for transportation 
is reaely for storage except that the flashlight bulb, the batteries 
BA-23, the batterie BA-2, the vacuum tubes VT-24, and the vacuum 
tubes VT-25 ?hould be withdrawn from the et and from the bag 
BG-50. Batteries and tubes. hould be stored separ tLtely. 

6. Function of parts.-a. Radio 1'ecei1 e1' and tmns1'I1itte1' BO-l1,.8 
(BO- /5Z ) .-(1) T1'(Jfrts1'I1itte1'.- (a) In figl11'e 6 is .. hown the wiring 
(lin.gram of the set. This diagnun sho ll'S trull"m itter lLIld receiver 
circuits. 'When the key is closed with the halld generator in opera
(ioll , Cllrrf'nt flows hom the positive lO-volt te rminal of the generator 
through R.

" 
the relay winding, n.ncl key to ground. It will be noted 

that the negative terminal of the lO-volt supply is directly connected 
to that side of the loop which is grounded. Current thl'ough the re
lay winding opemtes the rehty thereby closing the positive 400-volt 
supply onto the plate of the transmitter tube, breaking the connection 
of the loop circuit of the receiYer, and grounding the receiver. The 
transmitter circuit set up by the operation of the relay is shown 
schematically in figure 7. 

(b) The transmitter circuit is seen to be a modified Hartley type. 
The oscillatory circuit cOl~sists of capacitors 0 1 , O2 , Os, and 0 10 , the 
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APPARATl)S LEGEND 

' A - AWWCTER. TYpE I-51 

~;: ~~:~~ : ~g:: ~~~; ~"r 164. 300M"r(CA 167 /50 ""') 
CJ- CAPACITOR. TVPEC.A-l50 2-35MMF 
C4 - CAPAC/TOR , 2-3ShtMr 
cs- CAPAC I TOR. 2-35MMf 
C6- CAPACITOR, 90MMr 
C7- CAPACI TOR. TYPE CA-141 .001 foE 
C8- CAPAC I TOR, 230 MMf 
e9- CAPP, CI TOR, TYPE CA-t48 0025 MF 
Cl 0 · CAPA CI TOR, TYPE CA-134 .01 hlf 
e n -CAPAC ITOR, TYPE CA-165,lOOMMr (CA·169. 15OMMr) 
CIZ-CAPACITOR, TYPE CA-166 . 1 ~r 
J - JACK TYPE JK-3 
L1 - GRID INDUCTOR 
L2- PLATE I NDUCTOR 
L3· TRAHSNITT I HG REACTOR 
R1 - RH(QSTAT I TYPE RS-95 
R2- RES I STOR, TYPE RS-9-4 6400 OHMS 
RJ- RES I STOR, TYPE RS-J 2 MECOHMS 
~4- RES I STOR, 1. 1 OHMS 
RL- RELAY . TYPE 8K-5 
S - SOCKET, TYPE SO·22 
T - TRANSFORNER, TYPE C·65 
U .. LAMP. TYPE LM-4 

Loop, type L P-7 

f( 

TL-}Z44 

lrwuRJ!J 7.- Schematic trallsmitter circuit. 
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tra.nsmitting reactor L 3 , and the loop LP-7. Since capacitors 0 10 

are of 0.01 microfarad capacitance their impedance at the frequency 
of this set is negligible and they mily be neO'lected in an effort to 
simplify the transmitter circuit. The capacitances of 0 1 , O2 , and Os 
may be lumped together as a single capacitance. The transmitter 
circuit may then be more simply represented as ill figure 8. The 
transmitting reactor L" and the loop LP-7 are in parallel in an 0 'cil
In.tory circu it and since the loop has fal' Ie. inductance, it, \\'ith the 
lumped capacitance 0, determines the frequency of the oscillatory 
circuit. The purpose of La is to provide grid excitation and plate 
load for the tube, it being impracticable to tap the loop inductance 

Loop. type LP-7 

TL - 1245 

as would be dOlle for the normal Hartley circuit. Altemuting plate 
cnrl'ent flowing throllO'h L3 give the proper excitation to the tube; 
sufficiel1t altel'llating pla.te current flow throngh the loop and capaci
tor 0 to maintain the oscillation of the loop circuit. 

(c) Refer to figUl'e 7. The function ' of the vltl'ious parts are as 
fo11o"\vs: 0 1 is a i-ixed capacitor which provides the major part of the 
capacitan 'e in the osciJhtt-ory circu it. Os is a v}tl'iable capacitor by 
means of which the os ilI atory circuit i Luned. O2 is a small variable 
screw driver capacitor whi h is connected to the loop circuit by the 
action of the key relay; it compensates the loop circuit for the loss of 
capacitance which is occasioned by disconnecting the receiver circuit 
from the loop circuit and thus maintain the frequency calibration 
of the loop tunin o- capacitor whether the set is transmitting 01' 

recelvmg. 0 9 is a bypass for rad io-fr quency current around the 
, resistor R 2• 0 10 is a bypass capacitor for radio-frequency CUl'l'ent. 
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H2 is a grid leak the use of which gives the o-rid of the tran mitting 
tube the propel' negati'7e bia for efficient operation. La is a, 4-
terminal, air-core coil the turns of which are properly proportioned 
to give grid excitation and plate load for the tube. U is a fia, hlight 
lamp which is lighted by current in th e oscillatory ~.i 'cuit and thus 
offers a check on the operation of the transmitter. 

(d) The left-band side of the 1001 is at ground potent ia1 with 
respect to radio frequency; thi s acts to give it a transmitting and 
receiving characterist ic which is a combinati on of the non lil'~ctj onn,l 
characteristic of a vertical antenna and the direction,LI I attel'l1 of a 

+40 

LPIOUREl 9.-1 chcmn tic receive!' circuit. 

+4.5 

TL-J246 

loop antenna. Thus the set tJ'Hnslllits and receives wpl l in all dire~ 
tions, but for extr'me distaJl ce ranges the plane of the loop shaul 
point in the direction of the distant station. 

(2) Heceive1'.- (a) 'When the key is up, the relay is in the unactu
ated condition, connecLing the loop, capacitors 0 1 and Os, and tran~
mi ttin(y reador L" to j'he rcceivcr. The circuit of the receiver l S 

then n' _-hown in the simplified drawino- in fio-ure 9. Comparison of 
figure 9 with figure 10 will show that the lat~r is a fl)rther simplifi
cation of the circuit in which 0 replaces 0 1 and Os, L replaces L3 
and the loop inductance, and 0 0 replaces 0" and 0 6 , From figure 
10 it will be seen that the capacitors Oll, 0 6 , and the grid-filament 
car acitancc of the first tube form the four arms of a In·jdge network. 
The bridge may be balanced by adj ustment of 0 fi. The loop circuit 
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is couplec:. to the bridge through the capacitor Os, made small so as 
to reduce the interaction of the heterodyne tube and the loop circuit. 
Voltages across 0 and L because of incoming signal current in the 
loop circuit are applied throuO'h 0:1 to the junction of the 0 11 

capacitors, through the upper 0)] capacitor to the grid-filament cir
cuit of the heterodyne tube. Since the bridge is ba lanced, there is no 
voltage due to the incoming siO'nal across L, and 0 0 , Thus the loop 
does not affect the frequency of the oscillatory circuit of the 
heterodyne tube. 

(b) The heterodyne tube is a simple regenerative tuned-grid oscil
lator, energy being fed from the plate circui t in L z to the oscillatory 
circuit consisting of L

" 
0 1 and 0 0 , Since the grid-filament capaci-

L 

c 
TL -1247 

l~JnU " '" 1 O.- Sinwli fi ecl J'eceiver circu.it. 

Lance of the t llbc is equal to that of ('5, half of the voltage across the 
oscillatory circuit is .applied to the grid-filament circuit of the tube. 
Further , si !lce t he bridge is balanced, there is 110 voltage because of 
the oscill atory circuit CUl'J'ent betv\7een the jUllction of the 0 11 capaci
tors and 0'1'01111 1; heJice the loop circuit is unaffected by the heterodyne 
oscillatory circuit. The bri dge arrangement by \'i'hich loop and 
heterodyne circuits are co upled together preyents ra liation from the 
local oscill atory circuit and also prevent the loop circuit from affect
ing the tuning of the local oscill ator. The local oscill ator tube acts 
also as a regenerative detector because of the capacitor and grid leak 

15 
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(Jo and Ra in the gr id-fi lament ci rcuit. The path f01" direct current 
in the grid circuit is from fil ament through R a and LJ to grid. 

(0) If the receiver were not areful ly shielded, the operation of 
the transmitter would paralyze the heterodyn e oscillator detector 
and prevent the method of tuning transmitter and receiver which 
is used with this set. 

(d) Refer to figure 6. The fun ctions of the various parts are as 
follows: The operation of the follow ing has been described above : 
0 1 , 0 3 , (/8, 0 10 , 0 11 , 0 5 , L 1 , La, }l,nd the loop. 0 1 is an adjustable 
capacitor; 0 6 , which is in parallel with it, i :t variable capacitor 
for tuning the oscillatory circuit of the heterodyne tube. 0 l2 is a 
capacitor through which gl·ound is placed upon the receiver while 

CHOKE 

HIGH 
VOL.T. . 

c 2 
1--~!!!!--3 20 n 

TL-1248 

FIGURE H.-Wiring dia;;1'1l 1II GN-H5. 

sending so as to reduce the pick-liP of energy by the receiver from 
the transmitter. 0 1 , Os, and 0 0 are bypas.' capacitors. T is an 
audio-frequency tran fanner 65. 

(e) An incoming sigmd beats with the si.gnal of the heterodyne 
oscillator, and the tube, act in g al. a a ' ~L detector , amplifies CUlT nt of 
an audio frequency which is the difference between the f requencies 
of the incoming si.gnal and of the heterodyne as ·il latol'. The re
sultant audio-frequency siO'nal is ~Lmplified by two stllges of trans
former-coupled audio-frequ ency cLl1lplifi at ion, using tubes VT- 24 
before being apllied to the headsets. ' 

b. Gene?'ator GN-35.-The wiring diao-ram of the g nerator is 
shown in fiO" ure 11. The field winclin o' connects across the low-volt
age winding of the armature and provides excith tion for both hiO'h
voltage and low-voltage windings. A radio-frequency air-c~re 
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choke coil is connected in the po itive lead of the low-voltage wind
ing and the high-voltage \yincling is shunted by a capacitor 0 10 , 

figure 6; these function together to reduce the noi. e interference in 
the l'eceiving resulting from commutator action. The cord CD-103 
plugs into the 4-point socket; the cord is shielded and the shield is 
grounded at each en 1. The voltage coi l of the regulator is con 
nected in series with the 23-ohm resi tor directly acro. s the low
voltage winding of the generator. The contactor operated by the 
voltage coil may be in one of three positions: again t A, between 
A and B, or against B. vVhen the contactor is against A, the 20-ohm 
resistor is short-circuited and the field "'inding is connected directly 
to the low voltage of the generator. 1ncrea e of current through 
the regula,tor coi l due to a ri.ing low voltage pulls the contactor into 
a position intermediate between 11 and B;, in this position the short
circuit across the 20-ohm resistor has been removed and the 20 ohms 
are in series with the fi eld winding and the low voHao-e. If the con
tactor is dm\yn fill the way over to B, the field win ling is hort
circuited by being grounded at both ends and the 20-ohm resistor is 
left across the low voltage. The change from one to another of the 
three possible positions of the contactor occurs rapidly and the 
regulating action i exceptionally good. 

7. Care and adjustment.-a. Radio 1'eceive'l' and tmnsmitte'l' 
B O- l1,.8 (BC-151).-(1) Ca.1'e.-Thi piece of eqnipment has been 
constructed to require a minimum of care and attention. It should, 
however, receive the ame careful handling accorded to any piece of 
precision appamtu '. Dropping find rough handling of the radio 
receiver and tl'an mittel' are not a proper part of service conditions. 
Routine care will consist in keeping it free from dust inside and in 
in pecting t he spring contacts between panel-mounted apparatus and 
app3l'atus mounted in the box to see that the contacts make positive 
connections. 

(2) Ad,iu8f1nent of f1'equ'ency in the field.-It i desirable that all 
sets opera ling within a unit be calibrated for frequency. This is done 
by a ijustment of the pointer on the receiver tuning dial. One set 
~houll be selected a the standa rd and the frequency of its receiver 
adjusted to 4,360 (5,100) kilocycles by a wavemeter; with the receiver 
tuning knob held firmly , the pointer of the receiver dial should be 
moved to the 4,360 (5,100) kilocycle mark. This et is then used to 
calibrate the oth l' sets by having the sta ndard use the procedure 
prescribed for a net control station. The other sets tune their re
ceivers to zero beat with the transmitter of the standard, the latter 
being set at 4,360 (5,100) kilocycles. Each set when tuned to zero 
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beat is calibrated by holding the receiver tuning knob firmly while 
the pointer of the receiver is slid around to the 4,360 (5,100) kilocycle 
mark. The sets are then adjusted for field use. . 

(3) R eceiver bal,(J/ncing adjustment.-The ca'paci~or 0 1 ,. figure 6, ~ s 
a small screw driver capacitor access to whICh for adJustment 1S 

obtained throuo'h the screw plug at the back of the apparatus box 
marked RECEIVER COMPENSATING. To make this adjust
ment, the screw plug is removed and the capacitor capacitance varied 
by using a screw drivel' made by forming a tip on a bakelite rod. 
The capacitor should be adjusted until the receiver tunes at both 
3,960 (4,370) and 4,360 (5,100) kilocycles against a precision wave
meter. This adjustment is made in production and should not be 
necessary in the field. 

(4) Balanci;ng adjustme'nt.-(a) This adjustment to the capaci
tance bridge is made by adjusting the capacity of capacitor 0 5 , figure 
6. When the bridge is properly balanced the signal heard at a nearby 
set caused by the local heterodyne oscillator is reduced to a minimum. 
When the set is considerably out of balance, tuning the loop circuit 
will cause a click to be heard in the headphones as it comes into 
resonance with the local heterodyne oscillator and absorbs power 
from it. Balancing cannot be performed in the field and should be 
attempted only by competent personnel having the requisite equip
ment. The sets wil be balanced during production and should 
require little balancing thereafter. In the field, however, it is highly 
desirable to tryout all available tubes VT-24 in the left-hand socket 
of the receiver and use there that tube which gives the best signal 
strength when receiving a weak signal and at the same time causes 
no frequency change when the loop is brought into tune. The tube; 
if so selected, gives a satisfactory balance for operation. 

(b) The balancing adjustment, when necessary and when com
petent personnel with proper equipment is available, is performed 
as follows: Remove the metal screw plug at the back of the set 
box, marked BALANCING. Then USe a Screw driver made from 
a bakelite rod by forming a tip on it to turn the capacitor adjusting 
screw. The panel must be firmly closed, all tubes in their sockets, 
and the set in a receiving condition. Set the receiver tuning at 
4,36~ (5,100) kilocycles. Connect a vacuum tube voltmeter capable of 
readmg 0.05 volt alternating curr'ent effective across the loop 
term.inals. . Then adjust the loop tuning capacitor for maximum 
readmg of the voltmeter. Now adjust 0 6 with the bakelite screW 
driver until minimum reading of the voltmeter is obtained indicat
ing the best possible balance. Tune the loop tuning capaci~or again 
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to resonance with the local heterodyne oscillator tube as indicated 
by the maximum reading of the voltmeter and adjust further the 
balancing capacitor. 

(5) Transmitter compensating adjustment.-This is the adjustment 
of the capacitor O2 , figure 6, the capacitance of which replaces that of 
the receiver when the set is transmitting. The adjustment is made by 
l'emoving the screw plug marked TRANSMITTER COMPENSAT
ING near the top at the right-hand side of the apparatus box. A 
screw driver made by forming a tip on a bakelite rod is inserted into 
the hole and used to turn the capacitor adjusting screw. The re
ceiver is carefully tuned to.4,360 (5,100) kilocycles and the key is held 
down; the adjusting screw is then turned until zero beat between 
transmitter and receiver is reached. The sets will have this adjust
ment made during production and the necessity for further adjust
ment will be exceptjonal. 

b. Gene?'ator GN-35.-(1) Oare.-The generator is built to require 
a minimum of care. It is rugged but should not on tJlat account be 
subjected to hard usage. The shafts run in ball bearings; these last 
do not require lubrication but the balls and race must be kept greased 
to prevent rustinD'. Every 6 months the bearings ~hould be greased 
:viti1 petrolatum ~r light motor grease; excessive greasing will result 
lJl generator trouble as surely as failure to grease the bearings. To 
grease the bearings, remove the five screws holding the projection 
on the right of the generator housing; the projection may then be 
removed and three ba 11 bearings will be found. On the left-hand 
side of the D'enerator are two diamond-shaped plates, each held to 

b 

the housing by two screws; removing these plates gives access to the 
other bearings of the generator, one beneath each plate. 

(2) Ad.iustment.-This generator is used with radio sets SCR-131, 
SCR-161, SCR-171, and SCR-163. For the radio set SCR-163, 
the generator will provide 8 volts and 350 volts; as received from the 
manufacturer it will be adjusted to give these voltages. For the 
~'emaining sets it is readjusted to 10 volts and 400 volts; this read
Justment is made before issuing the generator with the set. The 
11.ame plate used with the generator has two stamped sides and that 
Sl?e should be uppermost which bears the vol~age rating for the set 
wlth which the aenerator is issued. The ra.tmg on the name plate 
should be checked to see. that it agrees with the set requirements. If 
found to be wrong, the voltages may be adjusted to the proper values 
as follows: The generator is connected to the set, which is in a trans
mitting condition, and the gen~rator is turned at normal peed. A 
voltmeter, or series of voltmeters of the same type, is connected to 
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prongs 3 and 4 of the cord CD- 103, at the generator end. The ten
sion on the armature screw, marked 0 in figure 11, is then adjusted 
until the voltage read is 400 volts with the transmitting key de
pressed. Turnino- the armature . 'cr ew in a clockwise direction in
creases the voltage; turning it counterclockwise decreases the voltao-e. 
Access to the armature screw for this n,dj Ll stment is obtained by ;e
moving the foul' screws on the top of the generator housing and 
lifting off the top. 

8. Maintenance and repair.-Thefield mn,intenn,nce of this set 
will consist in generrtl of routine crtJ'e given the set and of such minor 
repairs as aJ'e pmctica l in the fi eld. The adjustments necessary and 
the troubles which may be expectecl rtre covel'ed in paragraphs 7 and 
9, respectively. 

9. Troubles and their remedies.- Practically all of the troubles 
experienced ,vith this set wiD be clue to mechanical causes. If the 
panel is not completely clo 'ed, the spring contacts in the apparatus 
box will not make goo 'I cont~tct and the set may fail to function. In 
case of receiver fai lure, t.he contacts at the battery binding P08(8 
should be checked, then the condition of the batteries thems~lves. 
Occa, ional fftll lty contact may be had in the tube sockets because 
of dirty prongs on the tubes 01' because the set has not been kept 
free from dmit and grit. The headsets should not be left pluQ'Q'ed 
into the jacks during transportation because some headsets ha~~ a 
ground from their windings to the receiver case; thi s case may come 
into contact vvith the Jrame of the set and provide a circuit for the 
B batteries, gradua lly running them down. 

10. List of parts.- The Jollowing are the component parts oJ the 
radio set 8CR-13l (8CR- 16l) : 

1 bag BG-49, for loop, generator legs, and cranks. 
1 bag BG-50, for spare batteries and tubes, cord CD-103, and 

message books, log sheets, etc. 
1 case C8-41, for generator GN-35. 
4 batteries BA-2, 2 in use, 2 spare. 
6 batteries BA-23, 3 in use, 3 spare. 
1 cord CD-103. 
2 cranks G0-2, for generator GN-35. 
1 gage TL- 127. 
1 generator GN- 35. 
2 headsets P- ll 01' P-12. 
2 lamps LM-4, 1 in use, 1 spare. 
1 leg LG- 2, with seat. 
2 legs LG-3, without seat. 
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1 loop LP-7, consisting of 2 similar halves. 
1 radio receiver and transmitter BC-148 (BC-151). 
1 strap ST-19, for radio receiver and transmitter BC-148 

(BC-151). 
6 tubes VT -24, 3 in use, 3 spare. 
3 tubes VT-25, 1 in u e,2 spare. 
[A. G. 062.11 (1 2- 30- 41).] 
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